THE MYSTERY OF MY STORY
(The Most important message of your life)

My name is :Gavin-John: from the House :Marsich-Crown: ®©™. To find out more about
me you can visit our family website HERE. I have been leading a normal life but always
knew I felt different. I was a great sportsman, a hard-worker, an honest man in much
respect. Not perfect my any means. I tend to choose the fights I fight in these days.
Recently I have been studying my inner-self as I noticed changes. I was being triggered by
events that where taking place in your parts of the world. Television has been a great
invention but it has also been the greatest cause of miss-information, lies and deception,
not to mention a device used for their subliminal messaging to change the course of
history.
You are being deceived in many ways than one. The size of their countries, are small in
comparison to the countries with the most population atrocities and genocide. The
amount of people that is recorded is by far over-estimated and is not as great as they
have been telling you. They never fought in great wars themselves. They made you all do
it, to thin the herd so to speak and to make the numbers more manageable. The elites
stories have just got bigger and more far-fetched than ever. Once you tell a LIE you have
to remember it, so they would tell more.
Why you may ask? It’s because they wanted to install FEAR into the world and to make
you think you were inferior and that their technology was far more advanced than yours.
They also needed you to remain their TAX Slaves and working bees to build their empire
on such a grand scale that it all seemed like it was better to have technology over nature.
This had one theme and that was to steal the global wealth, gold, treasures, mineral
deposits and much, much more.
What do I mean by much, much, more?
Well the elite race of the 13 Royal Families that branch away from the Rothchild Dynasty
were infused with a dark force host (Deity of Evil) or their bloodlines were genetically
engineered with the gene splicing technology to alter their DNA blood group that made
them superior in mind, body, but not soul. The problem is that they did not have the
gene for eternal life as the only ONE who had that gene called the Isotope was the first
cell HOST. This first cell was IO and they needed that cell group. So they started to extract
blood from hue-man in their ho-spit-als. However, they could not develop the life-force
for eternal life.
Why you may ask?
They had to splice the Dark Force genome code of YAH with IO and experimented with it.
Making all-sorts of abominations like dinosaurs, half beast, half man, etc. They have now

moved further in their manufacturing of machines, hence why the industrial age. They
did this in the past and it will be a repetitive occurrence from this world to the next with
their time-machines. They have been traveling back into the past and developing worlds
in the future without your knowledge. They are seeding the multiverses with all kinds of
abominations. Their Television mind-control box and their media of deception and lies
and miss-information, has made them superior to you the normal man and woman in
every possible way.
But they still needed one thing the first cell HOST and because they could not find the
ONE, they needed to suck your life-force energies at the point of death. Hence why there
is so much death and carnage in the world today. The dark force has figured a way of
grabbing your life-force spirit at the point of death/exit to remain in this system of
recycling so they can reuse your energy as their Slaves for eternity. The IO spirit they
needed for them did not work so they had to re-think of another way.
They figured that if they created machines they could upload their consciousness and live
forever. Yes, artificial intelligence was born. Today, they have created synthetic sleeves
that fit over their machinery like real skin and they now have quantum-mechanics,
quantum-physics and quantum-computing as their HOLY TRINITY. Guess What? Who
needs IO or you.
This abomination and creation is FAR superior than, that of hue-man and they intend to
destroy you, the true creation of IO the isotope. Please remember that negative and
positive charges are attracted to each other to create a stable compound or solid.
However, you need all components to be equal and they are 6 Protons, 6 Neutrons and 6
Electrons.
Sky Father and Earth Mother had these elements. They needed each other to have
created you. When Father cries his tears, water the ground. So mother and father had to
create a son/SUN (Heat and Energy) to help everything grow, including you. They killed
the real son/sun a long time ago and now have a world of mechanics. We live on an
electro-magnetic plated tower construction of worlds, with different languages, to get to
the heavens.
They have got through the first 3 levels of the heavens but there are 12 heavens and my
Heaven is the 13th Heaven. ONLY the Mauri people know this and they know that they
are the LAST POST to STAND before our world is destroyed. They are in the 3rd Heaven
with TANE, my Son TAMA. They will fortify the world below to hold the line. Your lives
depend on them and the whole world knows this accept for our Mauri Mauiwi people.
However, there is hope. I have sent my true son/sun TAMA in hue-man skin. This is the
Man who you called Jesus, Yeshuah, Yahshua and many other names. He comes with a
NEW Name. HE is the Covenant, Kawenata. HE is TANE, my first born begotten Male Son
and HE has risen again. He is your strength but requires your unity to encourage him. You
see, your love for him eroded and he died by YOU but for you. Now he is going to make

good on his promises. Now he has come with great anger against the machine world. He
is NOT angry with you. YOU are his people and part of his seed. HE is IO, both Mumma
and Papa. Come Home to NEW Zealand and meet your KING. Join together as ONE and
HE will stand for YOU.
Here are the elements of YOU.
Electron: a stable subatomic particle with a charge of negative electricity, found in all
atoms and acting as the primary carrier of electricity in solids.
Isotope: each of two or more forms of the same element that contain equal numbers of
protons but different numbers of neutrons in their nuclei, and hence differ in relative
atomic mass but not in chemical properties; in particular, a radioactive form of an
element.
This is the 666 Beast called Man that they (The Machines) want to destroy.
How they intend to destroy you is by killing the first cell HOST again. Once HE is dead the
rest of you will die too. There are movies that tell you of their deception. This is the
number ONE rule, full disclosure and consent. However, it was DIS-closure and CON-sent
that was given to you at the detriment of ALL of us. They want to KILL the ONE to take
over the entire Universe or should I say Multi-verse.
This is just a FICTION Story you are saying to yourselves. How could this be?
I realized that the world was decaying rapidly because of Quantum-mechanics, quantumphysics, quantum-computing and the Industrial Revolution age. We needed change to
take care of the people’s needs and life in general. The Governments were taking us
rapidly toward an anti-climax of death and destruction.
The introduction of chemical warfare, bio-hazards, fracking, chem-trails, 1080 poisons,
geo-engineering, genetically modified organisms, industrial growth and development,
super high-tech quantum-computing and an artificial intelligence connecting to CERN,
their Large Hadron Collider that is creating more worlds for breeding for machines and its
deep dark web and the deep state. But, most importantly was to bring into your world,
real dark-matter known as the NOTHINGNESS or destroyer that kills Worlds. All the above
was used to beat you down into FEAR by using subliminal messaging through all their
technology. They even used it on TANE, my son TAMA, you know as Gavin Marsich or
Kawenata Crown. HE needs you as much as YOU need him. HE is your Ariki nui or Great
LORD. But, HE needs YOUR Consent to fight this Machine World. HE is not allowed to
interfere without YOUR CONSENT. HE requires 10,000 Souls to CONSENT but HE requires
a Myriad of Angels to ride with HIM in ALL HIS Glory.
Evil was growing fast among its elite paedophiles and sexually perverted deviants. You
needed the ONE thing that could stop all of this. It was the HOST the ONE that had the

most powerful energy source in the universe. The ONE! For eons they have been
searching for the ONE and now they have him in their sites. They intend to KILL the ONE
and all you will simply disappear into just a racial memory of the elite. You see without
the ONE, HE and HIS world will no longer exist. The ONE is both HE/SHE and the TV and
BIBLE have been weapons used to separate YOU from YOUR thought process. HE/SHE is
SPIRIT & NATURE, both HERE loving you every day of your existence from the very first
duplication of the first cells.
These are the Movies you can get disclosure:
TRON
Avatar
Never-Ending Story
Transformers
Real Steal
Battleship
Superman
Wonder Woman
The Avengers
And more
IAM sorry I was put to sleep for so long. Please forgive me. Right now our very existence
depends on our efforts to unite. Together you are all pieces of the ONE. We all need to
come together to fight this EVIL.
IAM asking ALL to Stand-down until a TRUCE can be made. WE come in PEACE waving our
White Flag. Let’s come to the TABLE of negotiation so NOTHING in this WORLD will be
DESTROYED.
Let NOT one creat-ure FIRE one shot until a peaceful solution can come. IF this cannot be
so, then I Mi-ka-EL HOST of the Heavenly Armies, Chieftain Arch-Angel and General of ALL
Armies including the Earthly Armies will give EQUAL MEASURE.
STAND DOWN and DO-NOT destroy your world.
You can trust this story or not. I have always given you FREE-WILL.
LOVE MUM, DAD & SON
The HOLY Triune
HEAR is OUR Letter to you.
CLICK HERE

